PRIVACY POLICY
1. INFORMATION THE COMPANY COLLECTS. Personally Identifiable Information includes: (i) ‘Contact
Data’ (such as your name, street address, city, state, zip code and email address), (ii) ‘Demographic
Data’ (such as your zip code and gender), and (iii) ‘Profession”.
2. METHODS THE COMPANY USES TO COLLECT INFORMATION. BMB. utilizes a number of internal and
third party methods to recognize visitor data such as IP addresses and browser settings (Collectively
‘Visitor Data’).
3. AUTOMATIC COLLECTING INFORMATION. BMB´s internal servers and software may automatically
recognize Visitor Data. No personal information is revealed in this process. The Site may also use such
Visitor Data to compile traffic data about the kind and types of visitors that use the website at specific
intervals (Collectively ‘Traffic Data).
4. COOKIES. BMB´s. may use the standard Cookie feature of major browser applications and third party
providers as well as employ internally developed cookies and tracking code which allows BMBs´s Inc.
to store a small piece of data on a visitor’s computer about the visit to the BMB´s website. Personally
Identifiable Information is not captured in such cookies, nor does BMB´s use cookies to mine
Personally Identifiable Information.
5. TRAFFIC DATA. Through the combination of both internal and third party tracking code as well as
cookies, the following categories of information are tracked when a visitor enters the site: (i) IP
address, (ii) domain servers, (iii) type of computer used to access the Site, (iv) types of web browsers
(collectively ‘Traffic Data’).
6. YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION. If at any time you wish to delete all of your Personally Identifiable
Information from our site, you may contact us at info@biomedicalbonding.com
7. WEBSITE AREAS BEYOND COMPANY’S CONTROL. The website may include interactive forums such as
message boards and chat rooms. Please note that any Personally Identifiable Information disclosed in
such areas is public and becomes public information. You should use caution when deciding to
disclose your personal information.
8. THIRD PARTY WEBSITES. BMB´s may maintain links to other websites. If you choose to visit other
websites, we are not responsible for the Privacy Practices or content of those other websites, and it is
your responsibility to review the Privacy Policies at those websites to confirm that you understand
and agree with their policies.
9. LOST OR STOLEN DATA. BMB´s has security measures in place to prevent the loss, misuse,
destruction and alteration of the information that you provide us or we obtain from you. We will have
no liability however to you or to any third party arising out of any such loss, misuse, destruction, or
alternation.
10. CONFIDENTIALITY AND SECURITY OF PERSONAL INFORMATION. As stated above, we will keep your
Personally Identifiable Data private, and will not share it with third parties unless you specifically
approve of the disclosure, or if BMB´s. is required by law to comply with a valid legal requirement.
IF FOR ANY REASON YOU BELIEVE THAT YOUR PRIVACY HAS BEEN CUSTOMIZED THROUGH THE USE OF
OUR SITE, YOU MAY CONTACT US THROUGH OUR CONTACT INFORMATION ON THE WEBSITE.

